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About This Game

MegaGlest is a classic 3d real time strategy (RTS) game, where you control the armies of one of seven different
factions: Tech, Magic, Egypt, Indians, Norsemen, Persian or Romans.

Gameplay:
It seems to start slow, but this impression changes very quickly when the first fights start. You have to manage all things at once!

While you fight you have to control your workers to build up your city, send scouts to new places and give orders to newly
produced units. This way, game play is a mix of fight micromanagement, strategy and general unit management. In some more
advanced games you typically have to control more than 100 units and in big games this can go up to more than 300 for each

player. This game is meant to be played as an RTS game and has no special focus on storylines.

Game Content:
The game itself already has a lot of content and you can play hundreds of hours.

More than 80 maps, 19 environment tilesets and 7 different factions with unique gameplay wait for you and if this is not enough
you can download more for free in the included mod manager.

If this is still not enough content for you, make your own! Making new content for MegaGlest is very easy and especially
creating maps is very simple with the included map editor.

Computer players:
MegaGlest has a very strong and aggressive AI with random behaviour! Its strength can be controlled in many steps which

allows you to setup every game as a challenge! So when you setup games, especially as a beginner, be careful and start small or
you can quickly get overrun. With patience and training, you will gain a much better understanding of game mechanics and be
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able to stand the strongest computer players - for a while.

Cross platform multiplayer
From our experience the biggest fun is to play co-op multi-player games, human vs. computer controlled players. The AI can be

made so strong that even very advanced players always have a fun challenge! But you can also play human vs. human or
whatever you want with up to 8 players.

Warning: You need a stable internet connection to play this game online, as it does not allow you to rejoin a game at the current
state of development.

Please consider to buy this game on Steam or to donate so we can continue to pay game servers and hosting!
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Title: MegaGlest
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
SoftCoder
Publisher:
Mega Glest Team
Release Date: 16 Jan, 2011

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel core i3 3217U, AMD Athlon X4

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX 250, Intel 5200, Radeon HD 4850

Storage: 700 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Danish,Polish
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This is a game for a very specific type of person. If you're a person who who loves an extremely deep, stat-heavy game and
could care less about graphics, then you will LOVE this game. The developer threw everything but the kitchen sink into this
game, but the graphics are very basic. You can land on a planet and gather resources or life-forms, engage in fleet battles, chart
wormholes, answer distress signals, board other ships, repair those ships and get new crew, capture ships, trade, engage in
diplomacy, upgrade your ships, buy new ships and weapons, gather research, send probes into anomalies, attack starbases and
outposts, unlock artifacts and special abilities. The list of things to do goes on, and on, and on! The tutorial is long but only
because the game is so complex, expansive, with such a steep learning curve. I can tell right now I could sink 200 hours
gameplay into this before unlocking the highest level races and artifacts.

UI is well-designed and all aspects of the game involve deep strategic gameplay, except for the minigames (revolving around
resource gathering), which range from simple strategy to twitch gameplay. The minigames stand in stark contrast to the rest of
the game, but I suppose they're a nice diversion from the otherwise cerebral, airmchair commander gameplay.

Very, very well-done game, but it's only for a niche crowd. Think Starflight (from the 1980s) but with much deeper gameplay,
lots of stats and number crunching, and a fleet of 3-10 ships instead of just one. Highly recommended!. In a sea of poorly made
Touhou clones, this happens to be a heavily Touhou inspired shmup that for one does (almost) everything right. The soundtrack
is amazing, there is creativity shown in the stage design (stage 4 is great) and the pattern design, which often syncs with the
soundtrack to make the battles even more tense. The game is also not impossibly difficult (it's actually on the easier side, but
there is an extra difficulty in Ultra to compensate).

The menus are in English, but the story is all in Chinese, so I had absolutely no idea what was going on. Not that it really
matters.

Why I said (almost) everything right above: mainly the terrible shop system. Lunatic and Ultra are locked behind it, and It's a
boring unlocking system that simply requires you to grind by playing through the game a bunch of times. The auto-dodging
system, another shop unlockable, is too overpowered, making beating the game a matter of holding a single button.. I like the
game but it is still in development and has a lot to be added I play the game as it is and try to work around the early access
glitches overall it sounds like it's going to be a great game. If you like Rust but don't like the constant destruction of your base or
home or whatever then you will enjoy this game, it is a little hard to get used to it the way it is but I'm sure once the full version
comes out it will have the potential to be another Subnautica. good job Guys keep on grinding.

I predict this game is going to be HUGE!!!!!!!!!. TOUHOU ON STEAM!
What's the best that could happen?. **Changed review to recomended, Dev is extremely quick at fixing bugs and adding new
content!**

Current Features:
Seasons change, you can freeze without a fire or home to rest in.
Many different factions, different types of SpaceSpiders will attack eachother, and so will other survivors.
You can find "Mini-forests" to plant crops in so they last longer.
Build a town and recruit survivors to be woodcutters, hunters and have jobs.
Survivors and Villagers have to eat and sleep and will do jobs.
Underground system with dungeon crawling elements!
Fully randomized world and color each time you play! Seasons will be different each time!

Current Issues:
For Keyboard and Mouse players you have to hold "T" to change your tools, we should be able to press 1-2-3-4-5 to change
tools quickly.
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Should have read the reviews before buying...

Like everyone else has said, this should be considered an Early Access title. The fact that it isn't labeled as such is very
decieving. It's alpha software. It's a proof of concept that ultimately is not a practical solution for movie viewing in VR. There
are much better options.

The next update has been coming "next week" as of mid-March. If this hasn't been abandoned, then the developer needs to step
up and talk about what's to come. Right now, it just feels like a waste of money. I'll be refunding.. Recommended by a friend...
One of the best HORROR\/SCI-FI games you can play.. this piece of♥♥♥♥♥♥"game" hasn't been updated for 2 years
and guess what?
i still can't play it.
not like i wanna, and i can't even refund.. Really enjoyed it despite its faults.
+ I adore the art style, really sick character designs and environments.
+ I enjoyed the story, I like how the protagonist is just trying to save his skin and doesn't have anything heroic about him
+ I liked most of the puzzles, especially the ones where you have to arrange troops before a battle
+ good voice acting
+ doesn't take long time to complete
- I felt like some puzzles didn't have enough clues, I had to resort to a walktrhrough
- The game is hard to navigate, especially in the mercenary camp in the beginning - the layout is confusing and area exits are not
evident. I've given up when I first tried playing, constantly getting lost and going in circles.
- there is a bug when you can't travel across the map unless you repeatedly press F5 while having FRAPS recording video. worst
game ever, when you try to play it says press any key, no matter what key you press it puts you back to the main menu.
Definitely nowhere as near as good as super meat boy. Ok game but mostly as a time waster. The music is good though. May
have to buy it on android but I doubt I'll be playing the PC version much more.
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